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Hanneke van Schooten and James A. Sweeney"

INTRODUcrlON

This anicle explores the interrelationship of domestic and international human

rights law in the Netherlands and thc United Kingdom, with reference to the
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). The two jurisdictions offer a
valuable comparison. in that the UK's dualist approach to international law has
meant that it is only very recently that the ECHR has been directly enforceable
in UK domestic law. l The Netherlands, meanwhile. appears to the English
lawyer to present a completely different approach to international law, being
based as it is upon a form of monism.

This comparative anic1e explores the similarities between the Dutch and
English systems, dispelling some of the myths surrounding their differences. In
each system a nebulous notion that the couns ought not to interfere in broadly
policy oriented quasi-legislative decisions is apparent, though the judicial
approach to its outer limits is markedly different. In other words whilst the two
systems appear opposed in logic because of their dualist and monist bases, they
in fact have much 10 learn from each other.

The anic1e begins by introducing the logic of dualism in the English
constitution and identifies its source as respect for the legislative supremacy of
Parliament. This has ramifications in respect of the extent to which, under the
HRA 1998, judges hJve shown deference towards executive decisions rooted in
long-term policies and the balancing of social values. In this regard the concept

Hanneke van SchOOlen IS senior researcher at the Centre for Legislative Studies. Tilburg
University. James Sw=ey is "City Solieitors' Educational Trust Fund Lecturer in
Human Rights Law". Ne"'castle Law School. Unh'erslly of Newcastle (UKI. James
Sweeney gr.ue(ully acknowledges suppon from Newcastle University's "Am and
Humanities Research Fund" in conducting this eollabor.uivc work. Elements of an earlier
draft of this paper were delivered at the Socia Legal Studies Association annual
conference in Abcrysrwyth in April 2002.

The situation of Scotland is slightly different 10 that in England and Wales due to the
arr.tngements for devolution. Sec the Scotland Act 1999. This Imicle will toncentr.lte on
the la ..... of England and Wales.
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of "proportionality" is discussed to highlight the difficulties faced by the
judiciary in guaranteeing the standards of the Convention whilst remaining
within their lawful province.

It is demonstrated thaI from their differing constitutional perspectives
the two legal systems examined both struggle to delimit the precise stage at
which it is defensible for judges to interfere with executive decisions or
parliamentary rulemaking. Since there are similarities between the Dutch and
English dilemmas. the English law can no longer blame its idiosyncratic
constitutional heritage for the problems il faces. This frees the English judiciary
to some extent, and thus in fmally ensuring that European human rights are
protected as a matter of domestic law lessons can be learnt from other European
jurisdictions.

1 HUMAN RIGJlTS AND DUALISM. AND THE ROl.E Of TilE: JUDICIARY IN TilE

UK

This section of the anicle explains the dilemma of the judiciary in the UK when
it comes to fully protecting European human rights in domestic law. Despite
staning from a different position to the monist Netherlands. the English
approach has similar drawbacks. Primarily. it has set the threshold for judicial
intervention 100 high in human rights cases. The recent development in Dutch
law (discussed below) that focuses upon whether the application of an
international treaty to the case at hand is outside the judge's "lawmaking task" is
comparable to the English judiciary's attempts to preserve the separation of
powers in human rights cases shown here,

A pivotal example of UK's approach to protecting human rights since
the enactment of the HRA 1998 is the controversial dcbate about the principle of
"proponionality". Generations of English lawyers have perceived that the danger
of using a proportionality test is that it draws the judiciary far too close to the
merits of decision making. whereas in exercising its function of judicial review
the couns should only be concerned with the legality of decision making, The
ideological justification for this derives from the Bill of Rights 1689. The
Glorious Revolution was earlier than most of the continental revolutions and did
not have as profound an effect. The resulting Bill of Rights for the UK is not so
much a matter of human rights but rather details the respective roles of the
Crown and Parliament. The Bill of Rights set the ultimate law.making power in
the UK in Westminster. and reduced the role of the monarch. In other words it
secured the supremacy of Parliament. From a democratic perspective it is
perceived that balancing the social importance of the object to be achieved and
the burdens imposed by the means chosen 10 protect il oughllO be camed OUI by

representatives in Parliament or by the Executive.
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This brief digression into cOn5litutional history is important for two
related reasons. Firstly, it explains why the dualist view ofintemationallaw sits

comfonably in the UK. Parliament. and only Parliament. has the power 10 make
or unmake any 1aw.1 With respect 10 making law, in order for international
treaties (which are signed by the executive under prerogative powers) to have
domestic effect in the UK they muSI be transformed into domestic law by
Parliament. This preserves the legislative supremacy of Parliament. Hence the
European Communities Act 1972 was needed to give effect 10 EC law and the
HRA 1998 was needed to give effect to the ECHR. With regard to urunaking
law. respect for the sovereignly of Parliament explains why even under the HRA
1998 the courts are not empowered to strike down legislation, but can only
declare it incompatible with the European Convention?

Thc second point about constitutional history returns to the ideas of
proportionality and judicial review. Since Parliament is supreme, th~ courts' rol~

in the Trias Politica is to uphold its intent. In doing so they must not take their
iOlerpretative function so far as become creators of law, because to do so would

usurp Parliament's legislative role. Thus far the situation is comparable to that
in the Netherlands. Tl'3ditionally, however, judicial review in the UK has been
limiled to ascertaining whether the actions of administrative bodies have been

exercised within the powers conferred by Parliament: that they have acted intra
vires and not ultra vires. The momenl a body acts ultra vires it has illegally
conferred upon ilself authority that Parliament did not explicitly approve. Thus
it has attempted to circumvent the supremacy of Parliament.

The famous Wedncsbury "reasonableness" principle can be seen as a
logical extension of Ihis. The Courts will normally only intcrvene where an
administrative body has acted so unreasonably lhat no reasonable aulhorily
could have come to the same decision.~ This is to insert an implied term into the

powers conferred by Parliament; thai Ihe powers will not be exercised
unreasonably. Where a body acts unreasonably, it takes itself beyond the

powers conferred by Parliament and therefore renders its actions ultra vires.
The Wedncsbury test is a strict one, and is broadly value neutral or

legally positivistic in its application. The Courts should not be concerned with

the policy objectives of a panicular adminislrative act, only whelher it has been
authorised by Parliament. Lord Cooke has recently commented that he:

Sf£' the famous Sl3I1:ment by A. V. DlCEY. !tIE LAW OF TilE CONSTlfUTlOl' (10'" Ed.).
(1959) Macmillan; London. p. 39; for a general introduction to the supremacy of
Parhament Sfe Bradley. The SOWfl.'lg"l)' of Porllamel\l i" Jowell & Oliver (eds.). TilF.
CHANGING Cm<ST1TUTION (4'" Ed.). (2000) OUP: OJlford.

54 HRA 1995.

Associated Provincial Picture Houses v WednesbuT)' Corporation {1947] 2 All ER 6S0.
!194Sjl KB 223. CA.
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"[thinks] that the day will come when it will be more widely
recognised that [the Wednesbllry decision] was an
unfortunately retrogressive decision in English administrative
law, in so far as it suggested that there are degrees of

unreasonableness and that only a vcry extreme degree can
bring an administrative decision within the legitimate scope of
judicial invalicbtion".}

It is generally understood therefore that the proportionality principle goes much
further than the Wednesbury test requiring that public bodies onJy carry out their

activities in such a way thaI the interests of citizens are affected proportionately.
11 requires more in the way ofjustification from the stale to prove that it did act

proportionality Ihan that it did not act unreasonably. For this reason. it has been

long suggested that principle of proportionality, firstly, requires a higher
standard for the legality of official action and, secondly, is alien to the system of

judicial review applied in the UK.6

The dualist approach to international law and the suspicion of
proportionality are derived from the same source; the concept of Parliamenta!)'

supremacy. However since suspicion of proportionalily is based upon
preserving the separation of powers, such concerns should not be seen as unique

to the UK system. The HRA requires that the English courts "must take into
account" the judgments, decisions, declarations and adviso!), opinions of the
European Court and also the products of the fonner Corrunission.7 Thus it is
logical to assume that the HRA has given the European test of proportionality a
sUtutory footing, and that the test's application should be no more difficult in

the UK than in other systems that respect the separation of powers. However the

courts in the UK are not strictly bound by the Strasbourg jurisprudence· recall

that they must only take it "into account". There is therefore some scope to
modify the reasoning of the European Court into more traditional English public

law, whilst still allegedly fully protecting Convention rights. It is argued here
that by allowing the proportionality test to become confused with the

Wedllesbury test the judiciary of England and Wales has demonstrated its
difficulties in coming to tcnns with the modification of judicial reasoning that is

demanded by incorporation of the ECHR. Historical respect for parliamenury

supremacy has slowed the speed by which the judiciary can fully respect human
rights. It is not necessary that the robust protection of human rights unduly

threatens the separation of powers.

•
R (DJly) \' SenetJry of State for the Home Depanmenl (2oo1J HRLR 49, para. 32.

St'j' Jow<:ll. b Proparf;ona/i,y on al,l''' roncep' (1996) 2 EPl 401.

S2 HRA 1998.
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J. J Proportionality - the first WQ\!C ofhuman rights cases

It must be recalled that in applying the proportionality lest. a reviewing court
must assess nol whether the decision was within a reasonable range of responses.
but whether the balance struck actually was or was not proportionate to the aim
pursued. In this sense we must be careful about applying the label of
'proportionality' too easily. There are older English cases such as ex parte Hook'
that can be explained as containing elements of the proportionality test within
them. In this case 3. market trader had his licence to trade revoked for a minor
offence. Having thus been deprived effectively of his livelihood, the reviewing
court found that the sanction was too onerous. In other words. the sanction was
disproportionate to the offence commined. However the test applied in the case
W3.$ the Jflednesbury test. This is not the same as actually applying a
proportionality kst as it is explained here.

The first wave of recent human rights and proportionality cases pre
dates the HRA and its apparent statutory recommendation to use the test. In
these cases the JVednesbury lest was gradually modified such that it allowed
greater judicial intervention in cases where human rights were at stake. For
example in C.t" parte Smith' Sir Thomas Bingham MR agreed with counsel that
that the more substantial the interference with a human right, the more the
reviewing COUJ1 will demand by way ofjustification from the public body before
it is satisfied that the decision is reasoll3ble. IO

Shortly after ex parte Smith was decided, the HRA came into effect, but
the proportionality lest it requiTed was applied in a very similar way to the
recently heightened JVednesbur)' test rather than in the manner used by the
European CoUJ1 of Human Rights itself. The Kebilcne ll case was influential on
the first wave of proportionality cases. In Kebi/clle it was noled that there are
some circumstances in which the reviewing court should recognise that,

"there is an area of judgment within which the judiciary will
defer, on democratic grounds, the considered opinion of the
elected body or official whose act or decision is said to be
incompatible with the Convention". 12

•

"
"
"

R y Bamsley MBC ex pane Hook (CA) (1976)1 WtR 1052.

R y MOD ex parte Smilh (1996) QB 517. The ease concerned the dismissal of
homosexual service pc1'Wnncl from the armed fon:es. Despite the Colln's evidenl
sympathy wilh Ihe applicant$. \hey losllheir case. The same facts gave rise to Ihe Smith
and Grady y UK case: before: the European Colin ofHllm3n Rights. discussed below.

Ibid.. at 5S4.

R y DPP. ex ptme Kebilene[2000]2 AC 326.

Ibid.. al381.
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This is the area that has become known as the "discretionary area ofjudgment".
It was (and still is) necessary 10 respect elected decision makers' discretionary
area ofjudgment whilst maintaining the protection of human rights. even when:
proJXlrtionality is the applicable standard of review. This is similar to the
recognition in Dutch law that social rights expressed as an "obligation 10 fulfil"
and ''promote" may require decisions about long·tenn planning. general policy
and the allocation of resources. Since these are not maUers upon which the
courts are well qualified to pronounce, and which are rightly in the province of
the legislature and executive, the courts in the UK and the Netherlands recognise
thai couns should not intrude into such manm.

Unfortwute r.unifications of this approach were seen in the Mahmoodu

case. 1be case concerned a foreign natiorul who had been refused leave to

remain in the UK after manying a British citizen. The couple subsequently had
a child. and argued that the Home Secretary's failure 10 change his decision as a
result of this development was "unreasonable" in the Wcdnesbury sense.
Moreover there was a clear interference with Article 8 ECHR. The applicant
lost his case. but the test applied became very influential. The key feature of the
test applied was that, if an interference existed. If a "substantial objective
justification" was required in order to demonstr.lte that it was permissible.I' The
more serious the impact is upon human rights. the more substantial was the
justification required. However. the test as applied also acknowledged the Home
Secretary's "discretionary area of judgment". Mahmood lost his case because
the reviewing court saw the Home Secretary's decision as lying within his
discretionary area of judgment. The Home Secretary's decision fell within the
r.:mge of reasonable responses open to him.

It must also be noted at this point that many judges and academics in the
UK have now established that the European Court's doctrine of the "mat'b>in of
appreciation" is not applicable to the domestic context an)""'ay, even if the
similar phrases of "discretionary area of judgment"· or "margin of discretion" are
accepted. 1b A margin of appreciation is inherent in the European Court's
definition of "necessity", but even a restriction that is necessary must also be
"proportionate". Even if the discretionary area of judgment is used by domestic
couns to express deference for a public .3uthority's democratic credentials or

factual expertise. they must also enquire into any measure's proportionality.

"
"

"
"

R (Mahmood) v 50S HD (2001) 1 WLR 840 (CA).

or cou~. r.uha Uan justify the interference the gO\'emmenl could also argue Wt the
acuon in queslion did not constitute In inteffcn:oce WIth. Convcnnon nghL

R (Mahmood) v SOS HD op. CIl.. SIlprtJ para. 16.

Pannlck, PnncipleJ of Inlt'P"IQJIOfl ofCon\.,f1litm nghlS IIndrr Ur, Jlllman Rights Art
and Iht durrclitma'J' afTa ofjudgmrnt. 1998 (Winter) PuBUC LAW 545: Cnli&- 17Ir
CoutU, Ih~ Hllman Rights Arl aNi JudiCial Rt\'lr.... (2001) 117 LAw QuARTElU.\·
REVIE'" 589.
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J.J The second wave ofproportionality cases

In more recent human rights cases. since the HRA 1998 came inlo effect, the
courts in the UK have at least identified that they OUghl 10 apply the
proportionality test rather than a test based upon the common law lVedncsbu1J'
doctnne. One oflhe key factors in this has been the European Coun's decision
in Smith and Grady v UK,u which was the "sequel" 10 the domestic case of ex
parte Smith. discussed above. In Smith and Grady the European Court held that,
in the circumstances of the applicants, judicial review did not provide an
effective remedy within the meaning of Article 13 ECHR because the threshold
for judicial intervention was set far too high:

"[T]he threshold at which the High Court and the Court of
Appeal could find the Ministry of Defence policy irrational
was placed so high tml it effectively excluded any
consideration by the domestic courts of the question whether
the interference with the applicants' rights answered a
pressing social need or was proponionate to the national
security and public order aims pursued [...J". II

However the test for detennining the violation of a Convention right as currently
applied still departs from that used by the European Court. Primary amongst the
reasons for this trend is that the English couns have spent so long denying that
they explicitly refer to the European Convention in deciding cases. Now. even
when they are constinnionally en3bled to refer to the Convention and the case
law of the European Coun, they still anempt to square such references with the
common law trndition. It must be noted that the European Coun of Human
Rights itself does not always use the same precise test of proponionality. What
is imponant is the range of factors it regularly considers. The test applied in the
Kebilelle and Mahmood concentrnted on establishing "a substantial objective
justification", which, in ECHR tcnns, is the supply of relevant and sufficient
reasons. However the first wave of cases did not identify thc precise lCb>1timate
aim invoked by the state (which will surely affect the level of deference allowed
to elected decision makers) nor question whelher there were less restrictive
means of protecting the public interest.

It now falls to contrast both the first wave of proponionality cases and
the ECHR approach ....ith the test most commonly used in the second wave

"
"

Smllh and GDdy v UK (2000)29 EHRR 493.

SmIth and Grady v UK. op. CII•• supr/J. ptlr/J. 138.
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cases. The new test was discussed in detail in the case of Daly,l9 but is itself
borrowed from the Privy Council case of De Freitas. 20 The guiding question in
the new tcst is whether a restriction on human rights is "reasonably justifiable in
a democratic society".

Thus far, the Kebilene / Mahmood approach seems compatible with the
De Freitas test. The notion of "reasonably justifiable" does indeed suggest that
the absence of a substantial objective justification could be solid ground for
vitiating a decision. Arguably howc\'cr, even at this stage. the differences
between whal is "reasonably justifiable" in a democratic society and what is
"necessary" (as the ECHR requires) should be borne in mind. A true assessment
of whether a measure or decision is proponionate would enquire not whether the
impugned was "reasonably justifiable", but whether it was actually justifiable.

However, the De Freita5 test of "reasonable justification" goes much
further than simply the provision of relevant and sufficienl reasons. Principally.
il involves asking whether the intrusion upon a human right is "arbitrary and
excessi\'e··. Again. from the outset there are some problems wilh this approach.
Whal about a decision that is excessive but I/ot arbitrary? To require that to be
unlawful the decision is both excessive and arbitrary is 10 ask too much. and
raises the threshold for inlerventlon. A properly applied lest of proportionality
would be able to identify instances where the government did nol act in an
arbitrary or irralional manner. but nevertheless imposed excessive burdens upon
particular individuals.

The question of whether the interference is "arbilrary and excessive" is
refined still further in the De Freiuu case. It is these queslions that form !.he core
of decisions under the De Freitcu lest. The following 3 questions are asked:

i) Is the legislative object important enough that a fundamental right
be limited?

..

This test however seems slightly weaker than that under the ECHR.
because of Lord Clyde's suggestion in Dc Freitas itself that the judiciary
will nol often decide this question. A test of reasonableness finds its way
into Ihis limb of the test, inasmuch as the reviewing court will only
inquire whether. for example. a reasonable minister could so believe thai
the interference was important.

R (Daly) v SSHD op. CII.• supra.

[k Freiw v Permanent Secretary of the Mmistry of Agnculture [1m) AC 69. as
applied m. ego R \' A (no. 2) 12001] WLR 154(,. In the ~ Freitas case. In reference
from the Supreme Coun of Barbados & Antigua. a civil servant Iud been pan of
demonstnllcm a&3inst go\'emment corrupuon. He was prosecu!Cd under legIslation 1h31
prohiblle<! CIvil servants from m:akms public st:atements on eontro\'ersla1 Of nauonal
secunty issues. The quesuon In the case was whether thar form of I't'striction was
compatible WIth the Conslitutuln of Barmdos & Anllgu:..
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The real difference with the ECHR test is that only objectives
that confonn 10 one of the "legitim:ne aims" listed in the limiting
p3t'3graphs of Articles 8·11 ECHR can ever be a important enough
objective to limit a fundamental right. Only one when one of these aims
is identified can some discretion be allowed as to whether a "pressing
social need" exists.

1t should also be recalled that Article 17 ECHR expressly
prohibits the limitation of Convention rights "to a greater extent than is
provided for in the Convention". Any limitation allowed under the HRA
that was not clearly identified as being capable of justification under the
European Convention itself would automatically give rise to a breach of
the ECHR.

ii) Are the measures designed to achieve an aim ratlonall)' connected to
them?

This derives from Canadian case 13W.
11 It could also be seen as a

remnant from Wednesbury and Mahmood. If it is. the "ralionally
connected" criterion seems like one which would set the threshold of
judicial intervention quite high. Words like "rationality" suggest that
only ex.treme forms of response would fail the test because. ipso faCIO.
the minister would have to have acted inationally. English public law
has already defined this in such 3 way to necessitate that decision maker
must made a decision that was "so outmgeous in its dcfiance of logic or
accepted moral standards that no sensible person who had applied his
mind to the question could have arrived at it". U

iii} Are the means used to impair the right no more than is necessary to
accomplish the objecth'e?

This is an enquiry into proportionality "for real". Significantly. this
seems to include what in the Canadian jurisprudence is another step
entirely - whether the "least drastic means" have been used.

This three stage proportionality test has become the standard one used in
domestic proceedings under the HRA 1998. clearly replacing the Mahmood test.
A recent case on "carrier sanctions" for truck drivers found to be (even
accidentally) carrying illegal immigrants suggests a fourth aspect of the test. In

" S4YR v Oakes 11986] I SCR 103.

CCSU v Minisler for the Civil Service 11985J AC 374. 410. per Lord Diploek.
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Imernat;onol Transport RollIn the reviewing court also enquired whether the
restriction upon human rights imposed "undue burdens" on the individual. This
addition to the Dc Freitas test is welcome, but not always present.

1.4 Assessment a/the De Freitas lest

It could be argued in defence of the approach taken in the second wave of cases
that the use of established fonns of review and comparative common law
enhances the legitimacy of the decisions in their UK conlext. They were made
in familiar teons, without apparently any need to justify an invasion of the
elected decision maker's discretionary area of judgment in "alien" European
language.

However the main problem with the De Freitas test is not so much that
the language used by the European Court is not adopted wholesale, but that in
still allowing elements of "reasonableness" to creep into the proportionality test
the real issue is obscured. The argument against proportionality is lhat it gives
undue weight to the views of (unelected) judges. VoIhere the balancing of
complex social values is required. it should be for democratically accountable
decision·makers only. In this way it is tempting 10 allow respect for the
"discretionary area ofjudgment" to affect the standard of review from the outset.
encouraging a narrow Wednesbury style of reasoning. However this approach
fails to recognise that the proportionality test, whilst still requiring a higher
standard of official conduct, is perfectly suited to dro.wing the line between areas
in which the judges should and should not intrude due to policy decisions. There
is no need to cloak its application in conunon law respect for the sovereignty of
Parliament. Respect for something like the "discretionary area" is capable and
desirable in any legal system. in the Netherlands as much as in the UK. The
danger is that the courts in the UK arc too wary of the supremacy of Parliament.
As a result of their deference to the legislature and executive then in the Trias
Politica the UK courts run the risk of playing a weaker, unequal, role in the Trias
Politica.

2 TilE DUTCH CONSTITUTION, INTERNATIONAL LAW, AND TIlE

SEPARATION OF POWERS

2./ Background

The Trias Politica plays an important role in the Dutch legal order, just as it does
in the UK. Over time, the idea of the separation of powers has been transformed

International Transport Roth Gmbh v Secretary ofSute for the Home Department
12002J EWCA CIV 158.
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in Dutch law into a prnctical system of checks and balances. The legislative.
executive and judicial powers togemer form a balanced system of mutual control
and participation. In this legal system, the supremacy of the democratic
legislator is evident. Legislation is a product of government and parliament.
Anicle 81 of the Dutch Constitution states thaI "Acts of Parliament shall be
passed jointly by the Government and the Parliament."

Article 120 of the Constitution prohibits the judiciary from testing an
Act against the Constitution. In the Constinnion of 1848 this prohibition was
formulated strictly: "The law (the Acts of Parliament) is inviolable... 2~ However
the judiciary in the Netherlands has allowed itself. by way ofseveral methods. to
give a broad interpretation afthe law. Formulations and terms in the law can be
interpl't'ted in such a extensive way that their meaning changes considerably.
For example in the Maring Assuradeuren case the Supreme Court of the
Netherlands even decided contra legem: a provision in an Act of Parliament was

suspended. a custom. developed in practice. had supremacy over the law. lS In the
Netherlands. the giving of assistance in commining suicide is prohibited by
criminallaw.20 Nevertheless. in case law. a set of conditions has been developed
under which euthanasia is pennined. Despite these examples. the supremacy of
the legislator is generally assumed in Dutch law. based on the argument of the
democratic way ofenacting the laws and the (legal) policy of the government.

2.2 Monism in case law

The development of (and the confusion about) the monistic system in the
Netherlands must be placed against the following background. From the 19th
century until the beginning of the 20th century. the question of which system
was observed in the relationship between national and international law - a
transfonnation system. on the one hand. or an adoption system. on the other
hand· was discussed in the Nelherlands. The central question in the discussion
was: do treaties have direct and automatic effect in the national legal order in the
Netherlands or not?

In May 1905, the government proposed that it give priority to the system
of transfonnation (dualism) with respect to treaties. Half a year later - at the end
of 1905 and after the forming of a new cabinet (after a new election) . this
standpoint had been reversed into its opposite. The government gave priority to
the adoption system (rnonism).H In 1906. Parliament consented to the monistic

,.
The then Ankle liS of the Conslltution. The present Anlde 120 states. 'The
consututlonality of Aets of Parlia:ment and treaties shall not be revIewed by the eQuos:

HR 3 Man:h 19n. NJ 1973,339 (Manng-Assunldeuren).

Anlcle 294 Pena:l Code.

The lmns adoptionlmonism and InnsfonnationldU3lism we~ diKII$SC'CI atlenglh. WhelhCT
or notth= terms are actually synonymous is expounded in the book DE GROSOWfT (The
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view: 3. treaty that is legally correct in its enactment is binding on all citizens and
all institutions of the government. Treaties have direct binding power.
trnnsformation into Tl31ionallegislation is nOI necessaIy.ZI

In 1841 the courts accepted tIul treaties have binding power without the
necessity of national governmental actions.~ During the deootes in the legal
literalUrc about the controversy regarding monism and dualism. in 1919. the
Supreme Coun continued the line thaI was set out in 1841)0 with the by now
classical case. Grenstractaat Akcn (Border Treaty Aken). in which the Supreme
Coun accepted monism.J' This C:lse left no doubt over which system should be
adopled in the Netherlands· monism or dualism. In the Grcmtractaat Aken case,
the judge chose explicitly for the monistic system; the automatically direct
binding force of international law in the Dutch legal order. For that reason it is
usually denoted as "case law monism".n

2,3 Article 93 o/the Dutch Constitution

During the revision of the Constitution in 1953. the discussion was revived and
new questions arose. In that year, case law monism was codified in AnlcIe 66 of
the Constitution (the equivalent provision of the present Anicle 93). Anicle 66
of the Constitution suggested that the monistic system is codified in a restricted
way; that is. only "provisions of treaties which fTUy be bmdmg 011 all persons
by vinue of their coments" shall become directly bindmg in the Dutch legal
order. after publishing.

This interpretation seems to be incorrect. inasmuch as it refers to only
one narrow category of imefTUllOnal law. II was already established that. (i)
provisions of treaties nOI binding on all persons. and (ii) customary imcrnmional
law. had and have an internal binding force in the Dutch legal order. without
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transformation into Dutch law.33 The naITOW viewpoint of fonner Article 66 was
explicitly reaffinned in the parliamentary proceedings during the revision of the
Constitution in 1983.}.l The current Article 93 states,

Provisions of treaties and of resolutions by international
institutions, which may be binding on all persons by virtue of
their contents shall become binding after they have been
published.

It is generally reco&,'llized that the function of Article 93 is not the constitutional
codification oflhe monistic system. Departing from the viewpoint orlhe adopted
"case law monism". Article 93 states that a certain type of provision of treaties,
thaI is. provisions "binding on all persons by virtUe of their content", shall have
binding force after publishing.3S This restriction o( monism means that citizens
cannot be bound to this type of provision - the provision cannot be invoked
against them - except after publishing. In this sense, Aniclc 93 shows a dualistic
feature: publishing is required for the applicability to and the confrontalion of
citizens with such provisions. )()

2.4 Article 94 ofthe Dutch C01/stirution

The Dutch couns are obliged to test the applicability of national rules against
provisions of treaties that are binding on 0111 persons by vinue of their contents.
This is the essence of An.icle 94 of the Dutch Constitution. An.icle 94 Slates,

Statutory regulations in force within the Kingdom [of the
Netherlands] shall not be applicable if such application is in
conflict with provisions of treaties that are binding on all
persons or of resolutions by international institutions.

A national rule is thus not applicable if it is incompatible with the provisions of
treaties that are "binding on all persons". Therefore a judge is obliged 10 set
aside national rules in case of conflict with. and in favour of. provisions of
treaties indeed "binding on all persons". Such a situation may occur especially
when a citizen attempts to invoke an.ic1es of a human rights treaty against the
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Slate of the Netherlands, where there is potential for conflicting legislation to be
rendered inoperative.

2.5 "Binding 011 all person.~"· the key to lhcjudicial role i/l human rights cases

It is not always easy for a judge. who is confronted with citizens who rely upon
the recognition of a human right. to determine if the treaty provision is or is not
"binding on all persons", Thus, despite the suggestion that, unlike in the UK.
the Courts are constitutionally empowered to give preference to intem:ltional
human rights law over domestic law, there are limits 10 lhis power. The
Supreme Coun has formulated a distinguishing criterion in this regard.
Although this case concerned a provision of the European Social Charter (ESq,
the fonnulated criterion was, and is in general, applicable. The Supreme Court
stated that the question of whether the parties to a treaty did or did not intend to
give Article 6 of the ESC direct binding force was not significant. when it could
not be concluded from either the lext of the Article. or the background of the
treaty's realization whether the parties had agreed that Article 6(4) was not
excluded from this effect. Considering this state of affairs. in the Dutch legal
order. the Supreme Court stated that only the content of the provision was
decisive. J1

The question now 'is when does the content of a provision in
international law entail binding or non-binding force? The criterion here is does
the (treaty) provision require the national legislator to make natiorul rules with a
specific content or purport. or is the provision formulated in such a way that it
can function directly as legislation in the national legal order without
tmnsformation? In other words. the treaty provision will bind if it is "self
executing", If the provision is not self-executing and thus further legislation is
necessary. then provision is said not be nOI "binding on all persons", This was
the decision of the Supreme Court in the case with respect to Article 13 ECHR.
The Court decided that Article 13 ECHR only imposes.

an obligation to the contracting countries to organize (arrange)
national legislation in such a way that the mentioned Article
13 is in its nature not suitable for direct application by the
judge. and therefore (accordingly) does not include
'provisions of treaties. binding on all persons by virtue of
their content'.JI

"
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In general, standard provisions of treaties concerning (i) c1assic31 rights are
binding. and provisions concerning (ii) social rights are not binding on all
persons. In this way, the judge regards. for instance, the right to freedom from
interference with family and home life in Ankle 8 ECHR as a self-executing
provision binding on all ~ons. By contrast the right 10 education in Article 13
of me Intel'T\.:ltional Covenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights (leSeR)
is considered to be non-binding. The Janer is related to the fact th.:ll social rights
need positive government action. This does not mean. however, thai claims
based on social rights are never binding on all pem>ns. Their essential character
is thaI of stand-still provisions; government is not allowed to go below certain
mmimum social beneflts.J9

2.6 The Dutchjudiciary and the ECHR

Following the ratification of the ECHR in 1950. the Dutch judiciary adopted a
hlShly ~served attitude. During the first twenty-five years of its existence. the
European Convention had no noticeable effect on the Dutch legal order. In a
well-known anecdote. the story is told of a judge befo~ whom the Convention
had been invoked. He took the view that he could nOI apply the Convention
because he had not been able to find it in his library. In another anecdote. a
lawyer said that it was not recommendable to invoke the Convention before the
coun since such an argument would not make the coun believe that one had a
bad case.~

This reserve has not disappeared completely. The sovereignty of the
legislator in the Dutch legal order and the supremacy of the Acts of Parliament
play an imponant role here. As mentioned above. in the Netherlands. the
prohibition for the judiciary to test an Act against the Constitution is
constitutionalised in Anicle 120: Acts of Parliament are inviolable. However.
Anicle 94 of the Constitution. instructs judges to test national legislation against
treaty provisions that are binding on all persons. In case ofa conOict between the
national and the international rules. the judge must refuse the application of the
national rule. The requirements in Anicle 120 and Anicle 94 are thus
inconsistent. For what is the relevance of the prohibition of the testing of Acts
against the Constitution if the judge is obliged to test Acts against binding
international provisions implying human rights? This inconsistency is the
subject of many debates and is a cause of disagreement between the two powers;
the legislator and the judiciary.

" M.e. BUItlc:ESS a.o. (ah.). BEGISSEUN VAS DE DEMOCunSCHE UCIfTSST......T (Pnnclples
of the: Democratic RechlSStaat). Dc:vellle:r 2001. p. 339.

Y. KIm and E. Jansc: de: Jonge:. The NtlhrrltJnds. In e.A. Ge:lrty (ed.). EultO'u." CIVIL
UBEltTlts ASDTHEEUltO~"COO"L''TlONONHUMAS R.lGIITS. De"cnte:r 1997. p. 114.
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The mentioned inconsistency in the Constitution places the Supreme
Coun in a dilemma. This dilemma is expressed in formulations of the Supreme
Count such as "it will be left aside" whether or not a right is violated, because
providing a solution "falls beyond the competence of the judiciary,'''' In 1994,
for instance. the Supreme Court left aside the question of whether or not the
impossibility of a mother to refuse to recognize the legal paternity of her
husband concerning a child born during marriage was a violation of Article 8
ECHR.41

In 1999, the formulation of the Supreme Coun .....as accentuated. With
respect to Article 14 ECHR, the Supreme Coun stated clearly that, in this case,
the leb>1s!ator had violated human rights. However. providing a solution was not
within the competence of the judge; it would be outside "the lawmaking task" of
the judiciary. Only if the legislator fails can the judge abandon his reserve.4l

The Supreme Coun will not always focus on the limitations to its
lawmakingoU capabilities and thus is not consistently deferential to the
legislature. The Judicial Division of the Council of State, for instance, has
concluded twice that, in a specific case, the relevant Act of Parliament did not
meet the (fonnal) requirements prescribed for the enactment of the "law".
Because of this, the conditions of Anicle 8(2) ECHR were not met and Anicle 8
was violated. Therefore, the judge did not need to address the question of
whether the restriction was necessary in a democratic society.d

2.7 Classical rights versus social rights: Rf!visiOfl ofthe classificatioll?

Judges are obligcd to test national legislation against "treaty provisions that are
binding on all persons". As indicatcd above, the content of the provision is
decisive for whether or not the provision is self-executing and thus directly
binding on all Dutch citizens. For that, the general rule is that treaty provisions
concerning classical fundamental rights are binding, and treaty provisions
concerning social fundamental rights are not binding on all persons. This rule is
related 10 the fact that social rights are perceived 10 require an active role for the
govenunent. As soon as citizens invoke (the violation of) a social right, the
judge will adopt a deferential attitude to the legislator.

However, the conventional classification (i) classical fundamental rights
versus (ii) social rights, as (i) the obligation to respect, which prescribes the
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State to abstain from doing anything that violates the integrity of the individual
or infringes on her or his freedom,oIb versus (ii) the obligation /0 fulfil, i.e.• an
obligation that orders the Stale to create active conditions aimed at the
achievement of a certain result in the form of a (more) effective realization of
recognized rights and freedoms!1 is questionable.

Classical human rights can include elements of the obligation to fulfil, and
social human rights can include elements of the obligation to rcspect.43 The
classical human rights. as laid down in the ECHR.. have traditionally been
regarded as obligations to respect. but nowadays they can also include the
obligation to fulfil. The laner obligation can be divided inlo (a) the obligation to
ensure. (b) the obligation to promote.~"

Articles 2, 3, and 8 of the ECHR and Anicle 1 of the First Protocol
ECHR. for instance. include procedural obligations to fulfil. This means that
govenunent plays an active role with respect to the interests of citizens that arise
from human rights. In this case, the obligation to ensure (ii.a) is at stake, which
comes into being as soon as the obligation to respect is violated. so

Therefore, the obligation to respect and the obligation to fulfil are not
separate from each olher. The obligation to respect forms the basis for the
obligation to fulfil.slThis conclusion is imponant. since reliance upon one of the
human rights of the ECHR often includes an obligation to fulfil, and will result
in a reluctant actirude on the pan of the judge.

Since the 19805, the European Court adopted the viewpoint that in most
classical human rights (often regarded as obligatioru; 10 respect) obligations to
fulfil are included. Anicles 6, 10. and 11 of the ECHR and Anicle 3 of the First
Protocol are relevant here. Anicle 8 of the ECHR was also subject to an
imponant change in case law. During the last 20 years, the European Coun has
adopted obligations to fulfil with respect to, among other things, unmarried
motherhood.H family reunification, change of sex, and access to documents.
The first is considered to be the case in which the doctrine of the obligation to
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fulfil with respect to Article 8 of the ECHR was introduced by the European
Court.n Nowadays, the Court interprets Aniele 2 of the ECHR in such a way
that severnl obligations to fulfil have been formulated. such as the obligation to
take preventative measures, and the obligation 10 protect citizens against
criminality. S4 Within the limits of Article 3 of the ECHR. the European Coun
has also adopted the view that obligations to fulfil are included, for instance. to
discover the true facts of the maner. ss

It is clear that the European Court. to a large extent, interprets several
rights of the ECHR as including obligations to fulfil. Obligations 10 fulfll are
traditionally understood as deriving from economic, social. and cultural rights,
over which judicial control is not possible. However, the case law of the
European Court shows that this argument is not always automatically correct.

Vlemminx states that the argument and the classification need a thorough
examination and modification.~ He concludes that in the division of the
obligation to fulfil into the obligation to promote and the obligation to ensure.
only the laner is legally enforceable in court. The obligation to promote can be
defined as an obligation of the government to achieve a certain result.
progressively. in the long tenn. These aims are often vaguely fonnulated. and
are subject to the policy-making and discretion:1ry power of the govenunent. The
judiciary has to abstain from decisions at this point The sep::rration of power.;
between the legislator and the judiciary results in the absence ofjudicial control
on decisions of govenunent aimed at policy-making. The problem attached to
this viewpoint can be fonnulated as follows:

"It is sometimes suggested that matter.; involving the allocation
of resources should be left 10 the political authorities rather than
the courts. While the respective competence of the various
branches of government must be respected. it is appropriate to
acknowledge that courts are generally already involved in a
considerable range of maners which have important resource
implications. The adoption of a rigid classification of economic.
social and cultural rights which puts them. by definition.
beyond the reach of the courts would thus be arbitr:uy and
incompatible with the principle that the two sets of human
rights are indivisible and interdependent. It would also
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drastically curtail the cap3city of the courts to protect the rights
aClhe most vulnerable and disadvantaged groups in society,"S7

457

1.8 Supreme Court ofthe Netherlands

II is generally recognized that the judicial interpretation of classical fundamental
rights as an obligation upon the Stale for positive action has considerably
increased. Legal doctrine h:ls fonnulated a tenn for this phenomenon:
"socializing interpretatjon".)11 In an overview of classical rights that are
interpreted as being obligations to fulfil (i.e.• they include a social right,

requiring an active goverrunent), Vlemminx shows thaI the essential classical
rights of the Dutch Constitution. such as the freedom of religion (Miele 6).
freedom of the press (Article 7(1», freedom of assembly (Article 9), and the
integrity of the body (Article 11), have all been interpreted in this way.'~ This
leads to the viewpoint that

In general it can be concluded that. where explicit obligations to
fulfil are adopted. appeal to the court will not be easy. whereas.
if such is nOI the case. nothing is standing in between to enforce
the State 10 aClive fulfilment. 1IO

In accordance with this viewpomt. the Supreme Court of the Netherlands has
become surprisingly inventive and developed several methods in order to permit
Dutch legislation to remain oper.ltive in cases ofconflict with inlernationalla\\'.

The Supreme Court can. for instance. interpret a cennin rule in accordance
with the treaty. or it can apply analogous rules. The first method was used in a
case in which a transsexual person demanded that data concerning a former
marriage be removed from the municipal register. based on Article 8 of the
ECHR. in spite of the prohibition in the Municipal Database Ac!."

The second method was used in a case in which. based upon Article 8 of
the ECHR. parents demanded that they both become curator of their mentally
handicapped son. in spite of Article 1:383 of the Netherlands Civil Code. which
declared this construction impossible. The Supreme Court declared the articles
of the Civil Code that provide for joint guardianship applicable.6.2
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In cases in which the obligation to fulfil comes into play, it is beyond the
competence of the judiciary and its very limited "lawmaking" task to pronounce
OJ judgment. In Ibis case, the issue is left in the hands of the legislator. Over a
long period of time. !.he Supreme Court offered no opinion on the question of
whether or not Convention rights were violated in these circums13.nces.6

)

The Supreme Court introduced the formula "lawmaking task" within the
scope of Article 26 ICCPR,"" and. later. the term was used in cases relying on
the principle of non-discnmination in Article 14 ECHR. The fonnulation was
also used in the appeal to the Crown concerning the question of whether the
possibility for a mother to deny the paternity of her husband with respect to a
child born during their rnamage, was a violation of Article 8 ECHR.bj The judge
left the question of whether or nol this was a violation aside. The European
Court concluded later that this was a violation of Article 8 ECHR.

This (and other matters of) discrepancy in case law between the Supreme
Court of the Netherlands and the European Court was troublesome and.
therefore, the Supreme Court changed course recently. The change became
explicit in a case in 1999. concerning Article 14 ECHR and Article 26ICCPR:
unequal treatment in the field of tax deduction. The Supreme Court concluded
frankly in another case, a year before the ArbeidskostclIJorfait case (Tax
Deduction case), that

"( ... ) the legislator could not reasonably come to the conclusion
that this was a matter of unequal casus, or that the unequal
treatment of these cases was justified,',u

The provisions mentioned in this case were considered to be violated.
Subsequently. the Supreme Court argued that to declare the rule of tax deduction
inoperative does not benefit the citizen concerned: a lacuna in legislation has to
be filled in, and the judge is not allowed to do this. because such a decision
speaks against the fact "that in the existing constitutional relations the judiciary
in such cases has to adopt a reluctant attitude."

Further, the Supreme Court detennined under which conditions the
lawmaking task constitutes an obstacle for the judge. This is the case, when
"different decisions are possible and the choice between them also depends on
general considerations of governmental policy-making" or when "important
choices of legal political nature have to be made"."1
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The argumentation of the Supreme Court in the Tax Deduction case
(Arbeidskostcnfoifait}1A with respect to the (beyond its competence) law-<:reating
task of the judiciary, is unfortunately tailored to this specific case: a citizen
thinks he has a legitimate claim. based upon the principle of equality, with
respect to (increased) lax deduction. Legislation has not provided for this,
resulting in the existence of a . in the words of the Supreme Court· "lacuna in
the law", It should be noted that such a lacuna in the law can also arise when a
legal rule is declared inapplicable due to inconsistency with an international
(classical) human right expressing an obligation to respect. The question
remains whether or nol judge-made law is allowed.

Article 94 of the Dutch Constitution is a peremptory rule that prescribes
the irupplicability of national legislation in case. of inconsistency with a treaty
provision. The anicle leaves no room for exceptions, even if the inapplicability
of the rule results in a lacuna in legislation. Moreover, violation of classical
human rights can stem from the legal restriction clause and its conditions;
difficult questions can also arise with respect to government decisions not in
accordance with the restriction clause. Here. too, the question can be posed:
should the judge decide that funher interference must be discontinued? Should
the legal rule be adapted? If so, in what way? In all these cases, too, "general
considerations of governmental policy-making" have to be made and "important
choices ofa legal political nature" can arise.

CO:,\CLUSIONS Oi"i HUMAl"l' RIGHTS. MONISM AND TilE ROLE Of TnE

JUDICIARY IN TilE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands practices a moderate monistic system. This monistic system is
fully recognized in casc law and is restricted by Article 93 and 94 of the
Constitution. Only provisions of treaties that are "binding on all persons" have
direct effeci in the national legal systcm. Article 94 forces the judge to test the
national rules against this type of treaty provision and, in cases of conflict. he
must put aside the national rule. It is generally recognized that classical
fundamental rights can funclion as criterion for the testing of natiorul decisions.
and that social rights can not. 1b.is is related to the fact that social rights require
an active role of the government. Howcver, during the last twenty years, the
European Court has increasingly interpreted the classical fundamental rights
(obligations to respect) in such a way that they also include elements of social
nghts (obligations to fulfil). This causes a dilemma for the Dutch judiciary.

• HR 5 Da;:cmber 1999, BNB 1999. 211 (Arbcidskoslenforfail). ~, S.K. Manens. Dr
gre.cen nln de "t;htsvomr'fldr took >un de "Chler (lbe LImIts of !he Law CreatIng Task
of the Judge). NJB 2000. pp. 747.758.
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The obligation 10 fulfil can be further divided into the "obligation to
ensure" and the "obligation 10 promote". Only the obligation to ensure can
function as a crilerion for testing Dutch legislation. The obligation to promote
involves governmental decisions on policy-making in the long tenn. The
legislator. not the judge. is competent in these cases. The problems resulting
from the issue of the competence of the judiciary leave the judge linle room 10

make decisions. However. in cases in which he is competent to decide. he often
uses interpretation methods aimed 3t avoiding suspension of Dutch rules. This is
related to the difficuh position of the judiciary in its task of controlling
governmental decisions in accordance with intematioml human rights. on the
one hand. and the strict requirement to abstain from law-making activities. an
exclusive competence of the legislator. on the other h3nd. Considering this. we
may conclude that. although it is generally Ittognized thai the Netherlands has a
monistic system with ~spec:t to intemationallaw. the number of cases in which
the judge can actually declare a national rule not applicable. bec:lUse of conflict
with an international human right is small.

GENERAL CONCLUSION

The two halves of this article have discusscd important issues ~Iating to the
domestic judicial enforcement of the ECHR in the UK and the Netherlands. The
linking factor has been the identification of similar ideas about the correct role of
judges in a democr.1tic society.

In the UK it is clear that Parliamentary supremacy is preserved
insomuch as the HRA 1998 was needed in order to give effect to the ECHR.
This is a bi-product of the UK's dualism. However from the HRA 1998 coming
into effect in OClober 2000 onwards the ECHR was enforceable in the UK and
judges do not need to enquire in each case whether each and every Ankle of the

Convention is self-executing. Human rights law has always. however.
reCOb'llised the need for the separn.tion of powers. It would be a mistake to see
the HRA 1998 as upsetting the balance of the Trias Politico in favour of the
judiciary. Thus the Couns in lhe UK must carefully respect the "discretionary

area of judgmcnt" even as they apply the proponionality test 10 official action.
In the UK system. therefore. the ability of the COUltS to refer to the ECHR
depends upon the circumstances of the case, and not on the terms of the
Convention itself.

In the Netherlands. by comparison. the deference of judges to the
executive and legislature is not expressed in terms of the standard of review (e.g.
the British choice between proponionality and Wcdnesbury) but instead in terms
of whether the relevant treaty article is "binding on all penons- and thus sel(
executing. In English law the judiciary are more comfon.able intervening in a
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decision where it deals with relatively objective m:mers thai do nOI impact upon
long·tenn policy decisions. Likewise the DUlch judiciary have found it easier to
give oveniding domestic effect 10 treaty articles that concern classical
fundamental rights precisely because they are essentially negative in character
and do not require further elaboration. It was nevertheless argued above th:J.l

such an approach may nOI fully protect the rights guaranteed in the European
Convention. especially since the Convention has been interpreted to enshrine
some positive obligations upon the state even in respect of classical civil rights.

However for the English lawyer it is imponanl to recognise that. despite
the Netherlands' monism. the supremacy of the legislature is consciously
maintained.

II can be tentatively concluded therefore that the Dutch approach to the
"essence" of each human right might be usefully employed by the judiciary in
the UK. so long as it did not result in the rigid formalism mentioned above. In
particular this would allow the judiciary in the UK to focus upon exactly why
they ought to defer to the executive in certain situations, explicitly identifying
differences between broadly positive and negative rights and their irrunediate
enforceability. Such an approach. expressed by careful use of a high standard of
review based upon proportionality. could more openly delimit the discretionary
area of judgment than resorting to the inherently opaque Wednesbury lest thai
has hitherto dominated the n=view of official action in the UK.


